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AVOIDING PERSONAL COMMITMENT IN ACADEMIC WRITING 

 

Dydel-Wróblewska G., Lodz 

 

1. HEDGING 

It seems that the main problem connected with the use of natural  

languages as the language of science is being informative without becoming 

persuasive when writing for academic purposes. 

According to Master (2004 p. 240) “until a fact is absolutely proven,  

scientists can only make sophisticated guesses based on their research. When 
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reporting the results of such research, scientific writers must be careful to  

indicate whether their results are proven facts or probable facts. They do this 

by means of hedging, the qualification of the truth of a statement. Hedging 

is accomplished by means of 1) modals or 2) a statement of probability with a 

subordinate clause.” 

White and McGovern in Writing provide a list of ways of avoiding  

personal commitment (hedging). They maintain that a writer can hedge by: 

1) Using non-personal nouns or noun phrases; 2) using passive verbs; 

3) avoiding the use of verbs like think, believe; 4) making indirect statements: 

X appears to be Y; 5) making ‘soft’ proposals: may; and 6) attitudinal signals 

such as apparently, unexpectedly, certainly, obviously, in my view. Attitudinal 

signals show personal commitment (White and McGovern, 1994, p.61). 

We are provided with two different definitions of hedging. Since White 

and McGovern are concentrated mainly on the choice of vocabulary the list 

seems to be too short to describe the problem of personal commitment  

thoroughly. There is no difference in the meaning of the two sentences, 

though the first one would be classified as personal and the second as  

impersonal writing style. 

Let consider the following statements: (1) No doubt, it is an efficient 

method. (2) Undoubtedly, it is an efficient method. From the logical point of 

view both 1 and 2 state that X is an efficient method (the statement may be 

verified) and at the same time express the speaker’s strong believe that the 

proposition X is an efficient method is true. 

Thus, to deal with the problem of hedging and to discuss various types of 

personal commitment in academic writing, the following factors are taken into 

consideration: 1. Vocabulary: token-reflective words, and words with emotional 

impact. 2. Presuppositions. 3. Self-referential statements and the difference  

between metalanguage and language. I think, In my opinion, I am sure, etc. 

Tarski’s semantic definition of truth based on classical theory of truth 

and two-valued logic is adopted. “P” is true if, and only if, p. For example:  

“X is an efficient method” is true if, and only if X is an efficient method. In 

other words, if a given language is L, then the definition should be formulated 

in another language M, known as the metalanguage (Tarski, 1952). It is  

assumed that the speaker/writer has the knowledge of the presented or  

discussed subject and wants to tell the truth (Olech, 2007), i.e. that he/she 

wants to inform, not to persuade or manipulate. It is also assumed that the 

meaning of the word is its connotation and proposition is the connotation of 

sentence stating and denoting. (Ajdukiewicz, 1979 p.81) 

2. CHOICE OF WORDS 

Personal pronouns such as I, we and you are token-reflective words and 

their meaning changes depending on who, when, and where uses them. As 
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stated by White and McGovern they should be avoided. Nevertheless, the  

advice is rather difficult to follow because not all token-reflective expressions 

are so easy as personal pronouns to identify. The concept of sustainable  

development introduced by Brundtland (1987), used in environmental science 

and defined as a “development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs». 

(Ryden, 2003 p.767) or as “a growth that satisfies to-day’s needs without 

jeopardizing the needs of future generations» (Korshuk, 2003 p.17) should be 

classified as token-reflective. Even for a given place and time a certain project 

may or may not be sustainable as the connotation of the expressions present 

needs and future needs may be entirely different for various writers. 

Words with emotional impact e.g., mob for crowd, gang for group, in 

Polish seem to constitute no problem and they hardly ever appear in writing 

of the authors who want to be objective. However, adjectives such as Polish, 

German although seem to be neutral, may have a negative emotional impact 

particularly in contexts referring to the World War II e.g. Nazi-German con-

centration camps is politically correct while Polish concentration camps is 

evidently anti Polish. 

3. PRESUPPOSITIONS  

To avoid misunderstanding when writing about the quantity of  

something the precise amount or number of items ought to be given. Students 

doing the test from Market Leader Test File were asked to read the text: 

“With around 40 carmakers, the market was crowded. Less than half of these 

had market shares of over 1%.» and mark the statement “Only ten car  

manufactures have a market share of more than 1%.» as “T” (true), “F” (false) 

or “C” (cant tell) (Johnson, 2000 p.11). 

43 students of technology from various faculties at TUL were tested. The 

answer expected by the author of the test was “C». However, majority of 

them (23) chose the answer “F” due to the word only, declaring that it was not 

mentioned in the text that less than a half is considered to be many or few. 

“C” was chosen by 17, they maintained that the phrase less than a half is  

inaccurate and was used to avoid giving precise information. “T” was chosen 

by the remaining 3 students, their argument was based on the fact that the  

formula “10 < 20” is true. 

In natural languages it is possible to state a fact and to comment on it in 

one sentence. Words such as only when used in the sentence introduce a  

presupposition that the writer expected more. Thus, the statement “Only ten 

cars were sold” is not a simple sentence but a conjunction “Ten cars were sold 

and I expected/ it was expected/ it would be more». 

Presuppositions are very common in natural languages. Any wh-question 

assumes certain statement Where did Mary go? states that she went  
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somewhere. B. Russell famous sentence The present king of France is bold 

takes for granted that there is such a person as the present king of France. 

Therefore, to decide whether it is true or false, it is analysed as a conjunction: 

There is such an entity as the present King of France and this entity is bold 

(Russell, 1967 p.270). The same refers to the definite description Polish  

concentration camps. 

4. METALANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE 

Finally, White’s and McGovern’s attitudinal signals introduce self-

referential sentences i.e. sentences which state a certain fact and at the same 

time express speaker’s attitude and evaluate the truth or falsehood of the 

proposition. Master (2004, p.240) provides good examples of hedging with 

modals and modal paraphrases. The second way of diminishing the boldness 

of an assertion is to subordinate it either by using a that-clause or by a  

passive-infinitive structure. For example: Gasoline fumes cause kidney  

cancer. Gasoline fumes are believed to cause kidney cancer. It is possible that  

gasoline fumes cause kidney cancer (Master, 2004 p.242). Both ways of  

hedging i.e. with modals or with a subordinate clause or other attitudinal  

signals combine in one sentence metalanguage and language. In other words 

such sentences are self-referential. 

5. CONCLUSION 

To sum up, when teaching writing for academic purposes we should  

invite our students attention not only to the proper vocabulary and register, 

but also to the discussed important features of natural languages. In my  

opinion all attitudinal signals enumerated by White and McGovern (p.61) 

show personal commitment and instead of (1) and (2) it is better to hedge by 

stating: The conducted research shows that X is an efficient method. 

 

 


